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Abstract: In the group of prevailing language families Indo-European language family is the largest. A notable Indio-Aryan language included in this family Assamese is originated and evolved through different settlement and social and religious civilization. As a New Indo-Aryan language Assamese is rich with its own separate characteristics. On the basis of theories of origin, evolution and abundance proposed by former linguist Banikanta Kakoti, Kaliram Medhi, Dimbeswar Neog etc., Upendra Nath Goswami has partitioned Assamese language from 7th century to 10th century as Old Assamese, Middle Assamese and Modern Assamese depending on their evolution which reflects the image of development of the language from days after days. (Upendra Nath Goswami, “Axomiya Bhaxar Udbhab, Xomriddhi Aru Bikax”, P.1, 1991). The paper aims at describing derivations of words in the Assamese language.
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Introduction: Human are social creature. All people in a society exchange their emotions through language. Language is the only component which reflects the mental and social entity. The range of this language is wide and deep. Linguists are conducting research on origin of language, its constituents and structure from old age. Two sides of this mouth secreted language can be observed. One is external and the other is internal. Phonetic and the structure of language expressed through this are called external side. In this external side a meaningful side is hidden which can express the thoughts of the speaker, this is called as the internal side of language. (Nagen Borthakur, “Bhaxa Aru Bhaxa-sinta”, P.4, 2003).

In the second phase of 20th century due to these kind of characteristics renowned linguist Noam Chomsky coined language as ‘Mirror to Mind’ and gave preference to the thought process or meaning related side of a language. (Noam Chomsky, “Reflection of Language”, P.4, 1976).
0.1 **Study contents:** We have chosen derivation of conjoint words in Assamese language as our discussion content for the paper. Study range for Assamese language is widespread. Phonetic, morphology, theology, semantics all are included. It is difficult to cover all the aspects in this research paper. This paper is focused in discussing the derivation of Conjoint words.

0.2 **Field of study and People:** As a part of our field study for the research paper we have considered the North-eastern state of India, Assam. Assam is located in between 24°N to 28°N latitude and 90°E to 97°E longitude. People from different tribes live in the area. According to the 2001 census population of Assam is 2, 66,55,528. Data of 2001 shows that there are 1, 30,10,478 Assamese speaking people in Assam.

0.3 **Importance of study:** Different languages has been originated or used by different people to express their emotions or thinking in this huge world. Observing their nature linguist divided those languages into some language families. Out of those families, four families are being used in India preferably. In case of Assamese language of Assam cooperation and mutual exchange of cultural and social aspects can be seen. With the language centric study of the Assamese language we have tried to discuss the derivation of Conjoint words in the paper. With this research paper we have tried to take the readers’ one step closer towards the derivatives of Conjoint words.

04. **Methodology and Resource:** The research paper titled “Derivation of Conjoint Word and its Types: A descriptive study” is mainly illustrative. Since we have discussed the derivatives of Conjoint words therefore this paper also have an explanation on morphology, theology and semantics.

In order to prepare the research work helps from different language related books of intellectuals are being taken. In this context George Abraham Grayson’s ‘Linguistic Survey of India’, Suniti kumar Chattopadhya’s ‘Kirat Jana-Kriti’, Banikanta Kakoti’s ‘Axomiya Bhaxar Gothon Aru Bikash’, ‘Axomiya Bhaxar Byakoron’, ‘Bohol Byakoron’ and for words and syntax ‘Hemkox Abhidhan’ and ‘Adhunik Axomiya Abhidhan’ are used as resource books.

1.1 **Introduction to Reduplication:** Reduplication is an important part of word derivation. Presence of reduplication can be found both in Aryan and Tribal language families. Usually repeated application of some meaningful or meaningless words can be called as reduplication. It is called reduplication just because the word is repeated twice. In Sanskrit
it is called ‘Obhyax’ (reduplication). (Golak Chandra Goswami, *Axomiya Byakaranar Maulik Bisar*, P.165). In reduplication same word is used without any modification or sometimes with little modification to derive new words. These words are used in paired and thus they are called Conjoint words. Reduplication is found predominantly in Assamese language. (Golak Chandra Goswami, *Axomiya Byakaranar Maulik Bisar*, P.153).

1.2 Reduplication in Assamese language and its Types: In the process of word inflection in Assamese reduplication plays a vital role. By reduplication a root word is repeated in same manner or with partial modification and presented together with that root word. In reduplication next word follows the previous root word.

From the structural orientation reduplication in Assamese language can be divided in three groups- Sonorous or Onomatopoetic words, Similar words and coherent or meaningful or joint words. (Upendra Nath Goswami, *Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran*, P.136-137).

1.3 Onomatopoetic in Assamese language: Onomatopoetic is used abundantly in Assamese. When words are derived following sounds then it is called onomatopoetic. (Upendra Nath Goswami, *Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran*, P.136). Which means a word originated by following other sound is called onomatopoetic. ‘Cah cah’ of Crow, ‘meow meow’ of Cat ‘maa maa’ of Goat, ‘huwa huwa’ of Wolf, ‘bhuk bhuk’ of Dog etc. are some of the example of Sonorous words. It is noticeable that above mentioned words do not have the ability to show meaning alone. They can express a meaning together. Basically these are words are derived from some sounds around the nature, and thus they are also called Sonorous words. These words are assumed to be derived from natural sounds of animals, birds, insects, wind, river, vehicle etc.


Some onomatopoeia are used to describe the sound of materials or as description to a work or color, used to describe silence or depth of emotions etc. (Upendra Nath Goswami, *Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran*, P.136). As an example we can mention ‘kin-kiniya boroxun’, ‘ghit-mitya ondhokar’, ‘fîr-fîrya kapur’ etc.
Lilabati Saikia Bora has divided onomatopoetic in two types in her book ‘Axomiya Bhaxar Rupatatwa’. (Lilabati Saikia Bora, Axomiya Bhaxar Rupatatwa, P.21). Those are-

i) Sonorous word (ধ্বন্যাত্মক)

ii) Asonorous word (অধ্বন্যাত্মক)


1.3.2 **Asonorous Word:** Words used to describe sounds of material, work or colors, depth of emotions are called Asonorous words. Affix is added to these words as per requirement. Example- ‘kin-kiniya’, ‘kis-kisiya’, ‘dhak-dhakiya’, ‘firi-firiya’, ‘mol-moliya’ etc.

In both type of onomatopoetic one the repeated words does not show any meaning. These words cannot be used without pairing. But after repetition they became meaningful and can be used in a language. (Lilabati Saikia Bora, Axomiya Bhaxar Rupatatwa, P.21).

1.4 **Classification of Onomatopoetic:** On the basis of type of reduplication onomatopoetic are classified in two categories-

i) Completely repeated Sonorous and Asonorous words.

ii) Partially repeated Sonorous and Asonorous words.

1.4.1 **Completely repeated Sonorous and Asonorous words:**

These types of words are mainly used as noun, verb, adverb and root in Assamese language. Example-


Again completely repeated Aphonetic words can be categorized as noun, adverb and adjectival adverb.

Noun- ‘kis-kis (kola)’, ‘dhak-dhak (boga)’, ‘mol-mol (gundho)’, ‘fir-fir (botah)’, ‘gam-gam (bix)’.


1.4.2 Partially repeated Sonorous and Asonorous words:

Partially repeated words are mostly aphonetic. They may be of one or two letters. In these one or two letter words, first part of the second letter changes its form. This change can occur in different manners. Upendra Nath Goswami has mentioned different rules. There are many partially repeated words in Assamese. They are-


1.5 Similar words in Assamese:

Like onomatopoeia, Similar words are also used predominantly in Assamese. It is noticeable that Similar words are not derived naturally. These words contain two parts. To emphasize the root word, a change is made to the phonetic and added to the root with process of repetition. The repetition in Similar word is partial. Similar words have two parts; past part has a meaning and is used independently. Second part does not have any meaning. But addition of the second part emphasizes the meaning of the first part. (Upendra Nath Goswami, Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran, P.170). Some Assamese similar words are mentioned below-


1.6 Reduplication of Coherent Words in Assamese language:

Apart from the above two types, another type of reduplication or compound words is found in Assamese. Some simple are used repeatedly exactly in same morpheme to derive this type of words. After reduplication their meaning is slightly changed. This process of addition of meaningful words exactly in the same manner is called complete reduplication of words coherent words. (Golak Chandra Goswami, Axomiya Byakaranar Maulik Bisar’, P.169). After complete reduplication they give a meaning of ‘nisina’ or ‘dore’ (like). ((Golak Chandra Goswami, Axomiya Byakaranar Maulik Bisar’, P.169). Example-

i) mas mas gundhaise

ii) anjakhan pani pani lagise

iii) gato jor jor lagise

In the above sentences ‘mas mas gundhaise’ means ‘masor nisina gundhuwa’ (smell like fish); ‘pani pani’ mean ‘panir dore’ (tasteless like water) and ‘jor jor’ mean ‘jor huwar dore’ (feeling fever). These words are sometimes used to express wishes. Like-

Example of verb-  i) teu jao jao korise

ii) xihotey khao khao korise

iii) ejak boroxun aho aho kore

In the above examples ‘jao jao’, ‘khao khao’ and ‘aho aho’ actually indicate ‘jaboloi’ (to go), ‘khaboloi’ (to eat) and ‘ahiboloi’ (to come) respectively.

1.7 Classification of Coherent Words in Assamese Language:

According the theology Coherent words is classified in two types. (Upendra Nath Goswami, Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran, P.157).

i) Derivation of new words with Complete Reduplication of Coherent words.
ii) Derivation of new words with Partial Reduplication of Coherent words.

1.7.1 Derivation of new words with Complete Reduplication of Coherent words:

In many times to express the emotion of wholesome, statistics, depth, disconnection etc. words are used twice rather than once to derive a new pair words. (Upendra Nath Goswami, *Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran*, P.111). These reduplicate words can be noun, adjectives, pronoun, verb, adverb, quantitative words, infinite verbs and affixed words. In Assamese language new words are derived in this manner of complete reduplication. Examples are given below.

1) Noun words:

Noun words are derived in two ways. Some words are derived with affix {-ae} and others without any affix. Words derived with affix also give an idea of group. Like-

   a) Affixed words-(Lilabati Saikia Bora, *Axomiya Bhaxar Rupatatwa*, P.28)


   From the above example it can be seen that in Assamese noun terms are being used as affixed words. Words with affixes are also available. Example-

   b) Words without Affixes-


2) Adjective: (Lilabati Saikia Bora, *Axomiya Bhaxar Rupatatwa*, P.28)


3) Pronoun terms:


4) Quantitative terms:

5) Verb terms:


6) Adverbs:


7) Infinite Verb:


8) Primary affix:


17.2 Derivation of new words with Partial Reduplication of Coherent words:

With partial derivation of meaningful words, new words are derived in Assamese language. These words are usually called Similar words. The repeated part of the word is a homophone to the root word and thus it is called Similar words. (Lilabati Saikia Bora, Axomiya Bhaxar Rupatatwa, P.36). Thus in this manner, pronunciation of beginning or middle part of the repeated word changes while deriving a new word. The modification are mentioned below-

a) If the starting letter of a word is any letter except ‘sa’ (চ) then the first letter of the repeated word is usually ‘sa’ (চ). (Upendra Nath Goswami, Axomiya Bhaxar Byakaran, P.136) Example-


f) In Assamese meaningless word is written before the meaningful one. For example-in the word ‘ahol-bohol’, /bohol/ word has meaning. But /ahol/ does not have any meaning. Similarly in the word /pokai-jokai/, /jokai/ word has meaning on the other hand /pokai/ word does not have any meaning. Assamese language: ‘ahol-bohol’, ‘kekoni-gethoni’.

Again there is a class of words, where root word does not have any meaning and can become meaningful only with the repeated word. Thus in this way two meaningless words are combined together in Assamese. Example- In the word /isat-bisat/, /isat/ and /bisat/ both does not have any meaning. But can have a meaning together.

g) Sometimes in Assamese language a completely different meaningless word is joined with the root words. Example-

Conclusion:
From formation of conjoint words it can be concluded that in case of conjoint words if the starting letter of the first word is a vowel then repeated word starts with ‘ta’. Example- ‘saul-taul’. If the root word starts with any other letter except ‘sa’ then the repeated word starts with ‘sa’. In Assamese Similar words and Onomatopoeic are used predominantly. In partial reduplication the second word shows some modification. These words are abundant in Assamese. In Assamese addition of affix with the conjoint words derives new words. Reduplicated words in Assamese can be found in the form of- noun, pronoun, adjective, verb, adverb, quantitative word, infinite verb and primary affix. It is notable that only in Assamese new words can be inflected by complete reduplication of coherent words.